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Abstract
There are more and more productions to be saved as

digital form. In digital world, we can keep the production

will not going off forever. But it also has some

disadvantages that people can do a copy very easily.

Watermark is an important protection method in digital

media nowadays. When one media was public or put on

the network, it is very easy to be copied or

misappropriated. The author can prove he own the media

by use open algorithm and security key to extract the

watermark. So one watermark technique must resist some

attacks and cannot influence the quality of image. It is

usually used to embed watermark in spatial domain and

frequency domain. Each of them has specialized skills. In

this paper, we propose an image watermark technique

based on spatial domain in color image. We have some

experimental results in this paper. It can prove our method

can resist some attack.
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1. Introduction

There are very various watermark techniques to adapt

various digital media. We can use very kind of watermark,

like one message or a logo or a trademark. We select

different watermark and technique according to media and

the state of environment. The image which we select want

to embed watermark is called stego-image. The

stego-image is an original image that does not do any

change. The image, is called cover-image, was embedded

data or information into image.

In watermark topic, there are two major research

aspects. One aspect is using spatial domain, they change

the pixels value directly. It is like LSB(Least Significant

Bit) method, people can change all the least bit in each

pixel value to embed their information. [1,3,6] The

advantage of the aspect of spatial domain is it can contain

bigger capacity. Thus, this method adapts big size media.

Besides, we usually can embed and extract watermark

easily and quickly. But the robustness of watermark is

often weaker than the technique of frequency domain. The

other command spatial domain methods include Kutter’s

method [4].

The other aspect is based on frequency domain. [2]

The method will change pixel value to frequency and

employ the feature of frequency to embed data. For

example, people often embedded their watermark on the

image based on a JPEG model. First, they will cut the

image as 8*8 non-overlapping blocks. Then uses the

discrete cosine transformer (DCT) to transform each block.

Final, they will use quantization table to scale the DCT
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coefficients. After it, people can embed their watermark to

these coefficients. People often embed their watermark

into the middle frequency components. It is because the

robustness of watermark is weakly in the higher frequency

components. In lower frequency, it will reduce more

quality of image. In spatial domain, it can resist more

attack and raise the robustness. The common methods are

based on discrete cosine transformation and discrete

wavelet transformation.

Although computer science technique is developing fast

and deep, we hope to solve problem easily. In this paper,

we propose a method based on spatial domain. We will

explain the embedding and extraction method in chapter 2.

In chapter 3, we will do some experiments and show the

result. The conclusion is in the chapter 4.

2. The embedding and extraction method

The cover image C is a 24-bit true color image. Then,

we calculate the saturation of each pixel as our embedding

location. It is because in one color image, human visual

system cannot detect the few difference in saturation. The

transform equation is in Equation 1. [5] The size of cover

image is m×n. The data D, which is embedded in C, is

x×y monochrome image.

C = {cij | 0 � i < m,
0 � j < n, cij ∈ [0, 100] },

D= {dij | 0 � i < x,

0 � j < y, dij ∈ [0, 1] }

It is the embedding step as follow:

Step-E1: Randomly select one number S.

Step-E2: Generate one string different numbers named A

= { a1, a2, …, am×n } based on the seed S. Each

value ai ranges between 1 and m×n. For any two

different integer numbers ai, and aj in A, and their

neighbor eight pixels should not be overlap. In

other words, ai, and aj block are different.

Step-E3: Compute the average of nine pixels value of ai

block in A. Then, we sort this nine pixels value

and compute the average of minimum five pixels

value Minave and maximum four pixels value

Maxave. Calculate the difference of Minave and

Maxave. According to the value of each di bit, we

alter some pixels in C as the following steps. C′

is the stego-image embedded the data D in C.

Step-E4: Decide a threshold value t. If the embedded data

di is 0, then add the Minave and reduce the Maxave

until the difference of Minave and Maxave is close

to zero. If the embedded data di is 1, then reduce

the Minave and add the Maxave until the difference

of Minave and Maxave is bigger than 2t.

Step-E5: Stego-image C′ is the image generated by

Step-E4.

Step-E6: Collect the Randomly selected number S as key

to extract the watermark.

It is the extract embedding step as follow:

C′ = { c′ij | 0�i< m , 0�j< n ,

c′ij ∈ [0, 100] }

Step-D1: Generate the set A based on the seed S as

Step-E2.

Step-D2: Extract each bit di based on its correspondence

value ai as the following steps.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Step-D3: If the difference of Minave and Maxave is bigger

than the threshold t, then the extract data d′i = 1,

otherwise d′i = 2.

Step-D4: Integrate all the bits d′i extracted by Step-D3,

and make up the embedded data D′.

3. Experimental Results

This section shows the experimental results. In our

experiment, we did a homemade logo as watermark,

shown in Figure 1. It contains 16900 bytes. We select

Lena, F16 and Pepper as the cover images. They are 24-bit

true color 512×512 pixels images. In experimental

process, we select 1.3 as the threshold value t in Step-E4.

The stego images, shown in Figure 2, which is embedded

watermark.

We use the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) value

to evaluate the quality of image by our method. It is a

popular method to evaluate the difference between the

decompressed image and its original image.
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All the images which be embedded data are upper than

40dB.

In robustness experiment, we did the some attacks to test

the watermark robustness. The attacks is include scale,

JPEG compression, smooth, cropping and noise. The

results are in Figure 3.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a watermark technique

based on spatial domain in color image. We embed

watermark in saturation on the HSI space. It is easy to

embed and cannot be detect easily. It can save the high

quality with image. Besides, it can resist some attacks. We

hope we can raise watermark robustness that watermark

can resist more strong attack, like geometry attack and

stirMark.
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Equation 1: The Calculate of Saturation Equation(R�G�B is the value of red, green and blue color in bitmap image.

H�S�I is the value of Hue�saturation and illumination transform from R�G�B)

Figure 1: watermark logo
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(a) PSNR: 43.45 (b) PSNR: 47.92 (c) PSNR: 48.07

Figure 2: stego image

Original JPEG 75 Sharp Scale

Smooth Crop 1/4 Noise 8 NTSC

Figure 3: The result as stego image be attacked by various destroy
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